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NASS MAGNET - HUNGARIA -known till 2010 as
Precision Controls - situated in Veszprem 100 Km. far
from Budapest, is the factory of the German company
NASS MAGNET, that produces electric connectors for
coils and electromechanical components.
NASS MAGNET gmbh, situated in Hannover ( Germany
), is the head office of a Company with more than 300
employees ( in 2003 ) that is the leader in the production
of electromagnetic coils and their mechanical operators
utilised for valves for compressed air and inert gases; it
also produces electromagnetic systems for the
automotive industry.
NASS MAGNET group deals with a world-wide network
of distributors and branch offices, in order to guarantee
the best assistance before and after the sale.
Nass Magnet Hungaria has been created as an
essential completion of the Group and has been
improving its presence all over the world, as NASS
MAGNET production is doing, because of the very high
quality standard, and the carefulness in conforming itself
to the regulations in force, concerning human being’s and
environmental security; even the standard of prices
related to the products, always well satisfies the
customer.

The range of offer for types and versions which are implemented, and up to date technical
solutions, attract the distributors’ and constructors’ attention for the series of NASS
MAGNETconnectors because they particularly appreciate NASS MAGNET quality standard.

Factoryfor production in Veszprém (Ungary) of Nass Magnet-Hungaria (ex Precison Controls)
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NASS MAGNET connectors are utilised in various industrial fields and the firm can produce special applications following
the customer’s necessities.
NASS MAGNET connectors can also be supplied with the customer’s trade-mark ( for a minimum quantity of at least 5000
pieces per type, each time ) that can be printed on both the two sides of the connector.

This option costs to the customer,only the execution of the
printing insert for the mold concerning the chosen
connector.
Moreover, on request, the NASS MAGNET connector can

be supplied disassembled as in the picture, in single kit ( in
a thermo-welded polythene sac ) without any cost with
respect to the standard packaging.

SOGEAC S.r.l., NASS MAGNET connectors Italian distributor, has its techno-commercial
organisation at its customers’ disposal and also a standard goods store in order to diffuse in its
commercial area these products which are adequate to a more and more advanced market as
concerns advantages connected to quality.

POSSIBLE CUSTOMER TRADE-MARK

We hereby show you some standard certifications conforming to the various world-wide regulations in force, obtained by
NASS MAGNET products. Obviously NASS MAGNET works and is certified conforming to ISO 9001 : 2000 standard.

Certificate conforming to ISO 9001 : 2000 
standard                 

Certificates conforming to the various regulations in force
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The connectors is used extensively to provide electrical connections in a wide range of applications. The most common
application for NASS MAGNET GmbH connectors is in conjunction with hydraulic, pneumatic or electro magnetic
devices, including solenoid valves. Other applications include, for example, pressure transducers, proximity switches, flow
monitors, level sensors, limit switches, thermostats, industrial thermometers and low energy motors. There are an extensive
and comprehensive range of connectors with standard options, including for example filament, neon or LED illuminating
devices.
All connectors offer protection from dust and water according to EN60529 (IP65 and IP67 on request) when correctly
installed with the fixing screw and nitrile rubber gasket which are supplied as standard.
All connectors conform to VDE 0110- 1/89 operating voltage up to 250V Group C with respect to the insulation class. The
terminal block in connectors is securely assembled and retained in the connector casing by way of a spring loaded lug.
With this feature, the terminal block remains secure in the casing, reducing the danger of
accidentaI contact or exposure to live parts, even when the fixing screw is removed. The terminal block can be removed
from the connector casing quickly and simply by placing a screw driver into the notch between the connector casing and the
outside edge of the terminal block. This facility allows for a number of directions for cable exit to be selected.

APPLICATIONS:
When the contact K1 is opened, the power absorbed by the coil is dissipated by the diode
and the coil resistance RL.A.
ADVANTAGES
- When the switch K 1 is opened, the energy is dissipated by VDR and RL.
- Not affected by polarity of dc supply
- May be used also with ac supply
- Rapid decay-time
- With a low tension VDR no inconveniences are produced on the high values

Explanation of VDR
A VDR is a special type of resistor in which the resistance varies inversely to the
applied voltage; the ratio is not linear. No current flows unless a voltage of at
least 500V (positive or negative) is applied. At 500V the resistance drops to such
a low value that a current of infinitely high value can flow (in the ideal case).
Consequentely the voltage cannot exceed 500 V, positive or negative. In reality,
increasing the voltage does result in slightly higher current values.

Tension LED 24 - 110 - 220 Volt
(AC and DC)
For URS102/7 only 24 Volt and 110 Volt

CIRCUIT 3 -
Bipolar LED, red,
VDR protection against overvoltage
when switching off.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Connectors with circuits
The notes which follow are provided as an aid to the understanding of the function of solenoid valves and to
assist in the selection of connectors to give trouble-free operation.

Mechanical Contact Control (Microswitches-contactor-etc.): Fig. 1 illustrates a simple inductive circuit with solenoid L,
dc supply and switch K1. Closing of contact K1 Although at first sight the making of the contact seems a straightforward
operation, the initial impact causes the contacts to rebound thus making and breaking a number of times before finally
setting to the permanent closed position. The time involved depends on purely mechanical factors such as mass, elasticity
etc. In consequence an oscillating current is set up in the coil of the solenoid (inductor) absorbing energy proportional to the
current Energy = 1/2 LI2) where L = Inductance, and I = current flowing in the coil. When the contact K1 opens on rebound,
the current absorbed by L is transferred to C (circulating current) and an induced voltage is created cross L and C. This
voltage is normally very slight, due to the limited duration ofthe contact bounce.

CIRCUIT 1 -
Bipolar LED, red

Tension LED 24 - 110 - 220 Volt
(AC and DC)
For URS102/7 only 24 Volt and 110 Volt

parasite capacity of electromagnetic

Coil electromagnetic L

solonid valve (L)
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DESCRIPTION OF CONNECTORS  (available on base of supplyes in stocks)

ULR1B - RAD0220  : with RADDRIZZATORE, LED and  
VDR 220V

: with RECTIFIER, LED and VDR 24VULR1B - RAD024  

ULR1B - RAD0110  : with RADDRIZZATORE, LED and 
VDR 110V

DIN 43650 -  FORM A CONNECTOR 30 mmt -  DISTANCE CONTACTS 18 mmt.

: standard   (MAX 250 V and 10 AMPERE)  

: with LED 24V (AC and DC) 

:  with LED 110V (AC and DC) 

ULR1B  - LED024

ULR1B - LED110 

ULR1B      

: with LED and VDR 110V (AC che DC)    
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:  with LED 220V (AC and DC) 

: with LED and VDR 24V (AC che DC)

ULR1B - LED220

ULR1B - VDR024

: standard, in single packULR1B-SINGLE      

ULR1B/3P      : standard, 3 poles + earth

ATTENTION: MAX WITH CIRCUIT 1,5 AMPERE

:  with LED and VDR 220V (AC che DC) 

ULR1B - VDR110

ULR1B - VDR220

DIN 43650 - FORM B INDUSTRIAL CONNECTOR 22 mmt - DISTANCE CONTACTS 11 mmt.

: with LED and  VDR 24V (AC and DC )    

URS102/9          : standard   (MAX 250 V and 10 AMPERE)  

URS102/9-SINGLE : standard, in a single pack

URS102/9 - LED024 : with LED 24V (AC and DC )    

URS102/9 - VDR110 : with LED and VDR 110V (AC and DC )    

URS102/9 - VDR220  : with LED and VDR 220V (AC and DC )    

ATTENTION:  MAX WITH CIRCUIT 1,5 AMPERE

URS102/9 - LED110 : with LED 110V (AC and DC )    

URS102/9 - LED220 : with LED 220V (AC and DC )    

URS102/9 - VDR024   

18±0,1

18±0,1

M20

It's possible to supply also
type with rectifier (from CA
to DC)

Working 2 poles + earth
Gland-size M16for cable 6-8 mmt.
Colours : standard black with transparent circuits
Temperature -25°C + 80°C black -25°C + 60°C transparent
Max. conduct. Cross-sect. 1,5 mmq.

M16

11

14,5

Working 2 poles + earth
Gland-size M12 for cable 6-8mmt.
Colours : standard black with transparent circuits
Temperature -25°C + 80°C black -25°C + 60°C transparent
Max. conduct. Cross-sect. 1.0 mmq.



: with LED and VDR 110V (AC che DC) 
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    DESCRIPTION OF CONNECTORS  (available on base of supplyes in stocks)

DIN 43650 - FORM C MICRO CONNECTOR 15 mmt - DISTANCE CONTACTS 9,4 mmt.

URS102/9DIN - VDR220  :  with LED and VDR 220V (AC che DC) 

ATTENTION: MAX WITH CIRCUIT 1,5 AMPERE

URS102/9DIN          

: with LED and VDR 110V (AC and DC )    

URS102/7DIN - LED024

URS102/7DIN - LED110 

URS102/7DIN - VDR024   

URS102/7DIN-SINGLE      : standard, in a single pack

: with LED and VDR 110V (AC and DC )    

ATTENTION:  MAX WITH CIRCUIT 1 AMPERE

DIN 43650 - FORM C DIN CONNECTOR 15 mmt -  DISTANCE CONTACTS 8 mmt.

: standard   (MAX 250 V and 6 AMPERE)  

DIN 43650 - FORM B DIN CONNECTOR 22 mmt -  DISTANCE CONTACTS 10 mmt.

: with LED and  VDR 24V (AC and DC )    

: standard   (MAX 250 V and 10 AMPERE)  

URS102/9DIN - VDR024   : with LED and VDR 24V (AC che DC)

URS102/9DIN - VDR110 

URS102/7         

URS102/7 - LED024

URS102/7 - LED110 

URS102/7 - VDR024   

URS102/7DIN - VDR110 
ATTENTION:  MAX WITH CIRCUIT 1 AMPERE

URS102/7 - VDR110 

URS102/7DIN         

: with LED 24V (AC and DC )    

: with LED 110V (AC and DC )    

URS102/7-SINGLE        : standard, in a single pack

: with LED 24V (AC and DC )    

: with LED 110V (AC and DC )    

: standard   (MAX 250 V and 6 AMPERE)  

: with LED and  VDR 24V (AC and DC )    

9,4

M12

M12

8

Working 2 poles + earth
Gland-size M12 for cable 5 - 6 mmt.
Colours : standard black with transparent circuits
Temperature -25°C + 80°C black -25°C + 60°C transparent
Max. conduct. Cross-sect. 0,75 mmq.

Working 2 poles + earth
Gland-size M12 for cable 5 - 6 mmt.
Colours : standard black with transparent circuits
Temperature -25°C + 80°C black -25°C + 60°C transparent
Max. conduct. Cross-sect. 0,75 mmq.

10

9

M16

Working 2 poles + earth
Gland-size M16for cable 6-8 mmt.
Colours : standard black with transparent circuits
Temperature -25°C + 80°C black -25°C + 60°C transparent
Max. conduct. Cross-sect. 1.0mmq.
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(2 poles + earth H12)

ULR1B/ATEX/3P ZONE 3GD               

ULR1B/ATEX ZONE 3GD

URS102/9/ATEX ZONE 3GD  (2 poles+ earth H12)

CONNECTORS 22 mmt - DISTANCE CONTACTS 11 mmt.
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ATEX CERTIFICATED CONNECTORS 

DIN 43650 - SHAPE A 

DIN 43650 - INDUSTRIAL SHAPE

CONNECTOR 30 mmt- DISTANCE CONTACTS 18 mmt.

 (3 poles + earth H12)

CONFORMITY ASSESTEMENT : ATEX 94/9/CE
GROUP: II (*)
CATEGORY: 3 (*)
INSTALLATION ZONE: 2-22 (*)
TYPE OF CONTACT: screw with conductor protection
CONTACT SPACING: 18 mm
NUMBERS OF POLES: 2 poles + earth H12 (standard)

3 poles + earth H12 (standard)
CABLE ENTRY: PG9 / PG11 unified
MAXIMUM CONDUCTOR SIZE:1,5 mmq
FIXING SCREW: M3
STANDARD GASKET: silicon
PROTECTION CLASS: IP 67 assembled

PLEASE NOTE: ATEX connectors are packed individually with fixing screw , flat gasket and operating 
instruction with ATEX certificate.

(*) According to the ATEX Directive, equipment of GROUP II, CATEGORY 3, ZONE 2-22 are devices for
surface installations which will guarantee a level of safety during normal operation. These devices are used in
areas where the presence of an explosive atmosphere (due to gas or dust) is rare or for short periods.

CONFORMITY ASSESTEMENT : ATEX 94/9/CE
GROUP: II (*)
CATEGORY: 3 (*)
INSTALLATION ZONE: 2-22 (*)
TYPE OF CONTACT: screw with conductor protection
CONTACT SPACING: 11 mm
NUMBERS OF POLES: 2 poles + earth H12 (standard)
CABLE ENTRY: PG9 unified
MAXIMUM CONDUCTOR SIZE:1,5 mmq
FIXING SCREW: M3
STANDARD GASKET: silicon
PROTECTION CLASS: IP 67 assembled
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